Document Management 4.6 continues our Cloud journey and yours

It cannot be denied how prevalent cloud technology is becoming. The flexibility and scalability of cloud platforms ensures that they are a beneficial environment for the majority of organisations across all sectors. To support our customers’ journey to the cloud, V1’s Document Management 4.6 enables organisations to perform document scanning and data extraction via OCR in cloud hosted deployments. The update will also introduce a Translations Manager that will enable Admin users to translate the user interface into 181 languages. Version 4.6 directly benefits organisations requiring a document scanning, OCR and workflow solution that can be hosted in the cloud, and has users of the solution that do not speak English.

What is included in 4.6

To consistently improve our customers’ experience, and ensure that our solutions meet your needs, V1 have updated our Document Management suite. We are particularly focused on ensuring our solutions are in line with modern technologies, especially the cloud.

- Our document scanner and OCR solution is now available as a cloud hosted solution for customers who are using Azure and AWS (in addition to on-premises)
- Document scanning is enabled and improved as DbLogin, DbArchive, DbCapture, DbAuthorise, DbAudit Servers and DbScanner are now securely hosted over HTTP and HTTPS.
- SmartMail will automate both the processing of incoming and outgoing emails, making it a next generation successor to DbMail.
- For V1 Capture customers, the licensing management is enhanced to help customers know how much of their license they have used, and how much they have left. On-Demand licence consumption metrics and proactive notifications alert customers as to when their licence limit is approaching to prevent disruption to OCR processing.
- Our easy to use Translations Manager enables users of our Smart Suite of web applications (SmartPortal, SmartDeposit, SmartRetrieve, SmartRetentions, SmartDashboard and SmartMail) to translate the user interface into an additional 181 languages.
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